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Infrared spectroscopic study of CuO: Signatures of strong spin-phonon interaction
and structural distortion
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Optical properties of single-crystal monoclinic CuO in the range 70–6000 cm21 were studied at tempera-
tures from 7 to 300 K. Normal reflection spectra were obtained from the~001! and ~010! crystal faces thus
giving separate data for theAu andBu phonon modes excited in the purely transverse way~TO modes!. Mode
parameters, including polarizations of theBu modes not determined by the crystal symmetry, were extracted by
the dispersion analysis of reflectivity curves as a function of temperature. Spectra of all the components of the
optical conductivity tensor were obtained using the Kramers-Kronig method recently extended to the case of
the low-symmetry crystals. The number of strong phonon modes is in agreement with the factor-group analysis
for the crystal structure currently accepted for the CuO. However, several ‘‘extra’’ modes of minor intensity
are detected; some of them are observed in the whole studied temperature range, while existence of others
becomes evident at low temperatures. Comparison of frequencies of ‘‘extra’’ modes with the available phonon
dispersion curves points to possible ‘‘diagonal’’ doubling of the unit cell$a,b,c%→$a1c,b,a-c% and formation
of the superlattice. The previously reported softening of theAu

3 mode (;400 cm21) with cooling atTN is
found to be;10% for the TO mode. The mode is very broad at high temperatures and strongly narrows in the
antiferromagnetic phase. We attribute this effect to strong resonance coupling of this mode to optical or
acoustic bimagnons and reconstruction of the magnetic excitations spectrum at the Ne´el point. A significant
anisotropy ofe` is observed: it was found to be 5.9 along theb axis, 6.2 along the@101# chains, and 7.8 along

the @101̄# chains. The transverse effective chargeeT* is more or less isotropic; its value is about two electrons.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.094303 PACS number~s!: 78.20.Ci, 78.20.Bh, 78.30.2j, 71.27.1a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since 1986 the interest of cupric oxide CuO has be
mostly governed by its close relation to the problem of hig
Tc superconductivity. In addition to the role of the pare
compound of all the high-Tc materials with CuO2 planes, it
has a number of physical and chemical features commo
several undoped antiferromagnetic~AFM! cuprates,~e.g.,
La2CuO4, YBa2Cu3O6): similar copper coordination an
electronic state, Cu-O distances, values of localized magn
moments, superexchange constants, low-dimensionality
magnetism, etc.

CuO, however, is a quite interesting system in its o
right. Although Cu21 ions are expected to be in the 3d9 state
with one 3d hole per atom, this transition-metal~TM! oxide
is a strongly correlated insulator of the ‘‘charge-transfe
type according to the theory of Zaanen, Sawatzky, a
Allen;1 the holes are well localized forming local magne
moments. CuO undergoes a two-stage magnetic transitio
TN15230 K an incommensurate magnetic structure is
served, while atTN25213 K spins order parallel to theb
axis antiferromagnetically along the@101̄# chains and ferro-
magnetically along the@101# chains.2 From the analysis of
the spin-wave velocity2,3 it was found that the exchange co
stant along the@101̄# chains~60–80 meV! is several times
larger than this value along any other direction. The anom
lous temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptib4

points to low-dimensional, or, at least, highly anisotrop
0163-1829/2001/63~9!/094303~15!/$15.00 63 0943
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character of magnetic interactions and persistency of s
correlations at temperatures well above the Ne´el point.5,6

Another feature of the cupric oxide is the low-symmet
monoclinic lattice, which distinguishes it from the other T
monoxides, e.g., MnO, FeO, CoO, and NiO with the roc
salt structure. It is a prominent manifestation of the Ja
Teller effect: in the high-symmetry octahedral position ch
acteristic to the cubic structure, the Cu21 ion would have
degeneratedx22y2 and dz2 orbitals, which is energetically
unfavorable, and therefore tends to displace away from
symmetry position. This tendency is so strong that CuO
not just a distorted cubic lattice, but a completely differe
monoclinic tenorite structure.

Several groups7–13 have reported results of infrared~IR!
spectroscopic studies of powder as well as single-cry
specimens of CuO. The interpretation of infrared spectra w
always embarrassed by the low crystal symmetry, espec
for the case of polycrystalline samples. Kliche and Popov10

have measured infrared spectra of sintered powder sam
as a function of temperature and assigned strong IR-ac
modes to the speciesAu andBu by comparison of frequen
cies with those in PdO. They also reported an additio
broad mode at about 414 cm21 the intensity of which in-
creases drastically with cooling down belowTN and sug-
gested that it is a zone-boundary phonon mode which
comes IR active because of IR absorption from AF
superstructure. It is evident now that it was a manifestat
of the anomalous softening of theAu

3 mode reported by
Homeset al.13
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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It has been a serious problem to obtain single crystal
CuO suitable for quantitative infrared studies. Guhaet al.11

have succeeded to measure infrared polarized spectr
single crystals of CuO at room temperature~RT! and account
for low-symmetry effects in data analysis. They have m
sured reflectivity from the (110̄) natural face and modelle
spectra by the dielectric function formulas adapted to mo
clinic crystals.14 However, due to inconvenient crystal orie
tation in their experiment mixed LO-TO modes were excite
the properties of which depend on the wave vector direct

Homeset al.13 presented single-crystal infrared spectra
a function of temperature. Again, however, only the (110̄)
crystal surface was accessible for optical experiments,
mixed LO-TO modes were actually observed. An app
ciable ~about 5%! sharp softening of the;440 cm21 Rest-
strahlen band for theE'b upon cooling down was definitely
registered at the Ne´el transition. Spectra were fitted with in
troduction of 3Au and 3Bu phonon modes only. No new
phonon structures at the magnetically ordered phase w
reported indicating absence of a crystal superlattice be
TN2.

This statement sounds puzzling in a view of observat
by Chenet al.15 of five modes at low temperatures in th
Raman spectra. Authors have assigned these modes to fo
phonons; as a folding mechanism, a strong spin-phonon
teraction was proposed. The most intense mode 240 c21

hardens strongly with decreasing temperature, which
attributed15 to an additional lattice rigidity due to magnetiz
tion.

There is a serious inconsistency concerning structure
parameters of IR-active phonon modes, especially at h
frequencies. For instance, the deviations in resonance
quency of these modes reported by different groups are
significant to be explained by experimental errors, isoto
effect, crystal nonstoiochiometry, etc. In our opinion, the e
planation lies in the intermediate LO-TO nature of the o
served modes and corresponding uncertainty of phonon
rameters, especially for the high-frequency intense mo
with large LO-TO splitting. Moreover, no infrared data so f
were reported where theAu andBu modes were completely
separated. Parameters of theAu modes were extracted at be
from the single-crystal spectra forE'c where theBu modes
are also present.

In this paper we aimed to resolve this uncertainty by se
rate measurement of the characteristics of purely TOAu and
Bu modes. For monoclinic crystals the only option for obs
vation of theBu TO modes is to measure normal reflectivi
from the ~010! face ~the ac plane!. To study theAu TO
modes any crystal plane containing theb axis, e.g.~001!
face, may suffice. We succeeded to obtain these crystal f
with a sufficiently large area, allowing to perform reliab
measurements and quantitative analysis of the data as
scribed below.

II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND FACTOR-GROUP
ANALYSIS

Cupric oxide CuO, unlike other TM monoxides, crysta
lizes in a low-symmetry monoclinic tenorite structure~Fig.
09430
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1!. It is generally accepted, following Åsbrink and Norrby,16

that at room temperature the space group isC2h
6 (C2/c);

there are four CuO molecules in the unit cell with dime
sions a54.6837 Å, b53.4226 Å, c55.1288 Å, b
599.54°, and two CuO units in the primitive cell; the copp
and oxygen occupy theCi and C2 symmetry positions cor-
respondingly. Each copper atom is situated in the cente
the oxygen parallelogram. Each oxygen atom, in turn, ha
distorted tetrahedral copper coordination. The adjacent C4
parallelograms form two sets of ribbons propagating alo
the @110# and the@11̄0# directions. The structure can be als
considered as being composed from two types of zig-
Cu-O chains running along the@101# and the@101̄# direc-
tions ~Fig. 2!. The Cu-O-Cu angle is 146° in the@101̄#
chains and 109° in the@101# chains.

For theC2h
6 space group the factor-group~FG! analysis12

gives the following set of the zone-center lattice modesG
5Ag12Bg14Au15Bu . Out of these, three modes (Ag
12Bg) are Raman active, six modes (3Au13Bu) are IR
active, and three modes (Au12Bu) are translational. TheAu
modes are polarized along theb axis. The dipole moments o
the Bu modes lie within theac plane, but due to the low
symmetry their directions are not exactly determined by
crystal structure.

More recently Åsbrink and Waskowska17 have refined the
CuO structure at 196 K and 300 K using the so called ‘‘le
significant reflections’’ in the x-ray data analysis and fou
that less symmetric space groupCs

4 (Cc) is also consistent

FIG. 1. The crystal structure of CuO~after Asbrink and Norrby!.
Different projection views of the 2a32b3c cell array are shown:
the ac-plane view ~a! and theab-plane view ~b!. The unit cell
containing four CuO units is indicated by the parallelepiped. T
oxygen atoms are light gray; the copper atoms are dark gray.
3-2
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF CuO: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 094303
with the x-ray diffraction data for both phases. They su
gested that theC2h

6 space group might result from the tim
averaging or site averaging of nonequivalent~due to valence
fluctuations! atom positions of lower symmetry. Some lattic
distortions, especially changes of the Cu-O distances, w
clearly detected when passing from RT to 196 K. In gene
one can state, that theC2h

6 space group is a good approxim
tion to the real structure of the cupric oxide, but some min
deviations from this do not contradict to the x-ray data.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample preparation and characterization

Single crystals of CuO were obtained from
CuO-PbO-Bi2O3 melt. The details are described elsewhere18

After cooling down the crucible contained randomly orient
large single-crystal pieces of CuO along with inclusions
other phases. From this conglomerate the largest CuO si
crystals were extracted and oriented using the x-ray diffr
tion. As usual, natural crystal faces were presumably
~110! and (11̄0) orientation. This face orientation was us
in previous papers where infrared reflectivity measureme
were performed. However, for the reasons mentioned ab
we aimed to obtain the~001! ~the ab plane! and the~010!
~the ac plane! crystal faces with a large enough area. The
two mutually perpendicular faces were cut on one selec
single-crystal sample, which was used for measuremen
all the reflectivity spectra presented in this paper. Cuts w
polished with a fine 0.06mm Al2O3 powder. Microscopic
analysis of the surface18 has shown that the crystal i
twinned. Fortunately, one twin orientation was almost co
pletely dominating; the domains of the alternative twin o
entation form narrow stripes covering less than 5% of s
face area. Such domination was also confirmed by the x
Laue snapshots, where no detectable reflections corresp
ing to the alternative twin orientation were observed. T
structure of twins is such19 that theb axis direction is the
same for different twin orientations; all twin reflections a
within the ac plane. So a minor~less than 5%! contribution
of other twin domains is possible for the~010! face reflec-
tivity spectra. For the case of reflection from the~001! face,
whenEib, all twins contribute in the same way and twinnin
has no effect. The Lauegram has shown that~001! and~010!

FIG. 2. The Cu-O chains running along the@101# and the@101̄#
directions. The oxygen and copper atoms are light gray and d
gray correspondingly. The Cu atoms with the sameb coordinates
only are shown.
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crystal faces were cut with accuracy of 1.8° and 2.1°, resp
tively. The electron Auger microscopy has shown the pr
ence of only copper and oxygen atoms on the both cry
faces. The area of the~001! face suitable for quantitative
optical measurements~i.e., containing no impurity inclu-
sions, having the lowest fraction of the alternative twin o
entation!, was ;3 mm2; that of the ~010! face was
;4 mm2.

B. Reflectance measurement

Infrared near-normal reflectivity spectra were measu
from 70 to 6000 cm21 using a Bruker IFS 113v FT-IR spec-
trometer. The average angle of incidence was about 11°
set of different light sources, beamsplitters, polarizers, a
detectors were used to cover this frequency range. The m
infrared ~MIR! spectra from 400 to 6000 cm21 were mea-
sured using a globar source, KBr beamsplitter, KRS-5 po
izer, and DTGS and MCT detectors. The far-infrared~FIR!
region 70–700 cm21 was studied with the aid of the Hg
lamp, a set of mylar beamsplitters, a polyethylene polari
and the helium-cooled Si bolometer.

The polarizer was mounted in the optical path of the
cident beam; no additional polarizers~analyzers! were put in
between sample and detector. The transmission propertie
the polarizers were measured independently and, when
essary, special care of the correction for the unwanted po
ization leakage was taken. Polarizer rotation was perform
using a computer-controlled mechanical device.

For the case of reflection from the monoclinicac plane
a special three-polarization measurement technique20 was
used. It involves the measurement of three reflectivity sp
tra per crystal face for different polarizations of almost no
mally incident light: vertical(0°), horizontal (90°), and di-
agonal (45°). In principle, the knowledge of these spec
should be enough to calculate the reflectivity for any oth
polarization direction. In particular, the relationR(0°)
1R(90°)5R(45°)1R(245°) should work. We especially
checked the validity of this relation and experimenta
proved that it holds with a good accuracy. Such a techni
is necessary for monoclinic crystals, where directions
principal dielectric axes depend on frequency.

The sample was mounted with a good thermal contact
continuous-flow Oxford Instruments cryostat with an au
matic temperature control. Spectra were measured at t
peratures 300, 250, 240, 230, 220, 210, 200, 180, 150,
and 7 K, so that special attention has been paid to the ra
in the vicinity of TN1

5230 K andTN2
5213 K. The tem-

perature setting accuracy was about 1 K.
A reference for the absolute reflectivity was provided

in situ evaporation of a gold layer on the surface and co
secutive repetition of the same set of measurements for e
temperature. Such a procedure has compensated errors
ciated with not only nonideality of the sample face but a
the thermal deformation of the cryostat cold finger. To a
count for a possible drift of a single-beam intensity due
source and detector instability, every sample-channel m
surement was accompanied by a measurement of the in

rk
3-3
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sity of the light beam passed via the second~reference! chan-
nel without reflection from the sample. The mirror positio
reproducibility after switching from the sample to the refe
ence channel was checked to be good enough.

IV. SPECTRA TREATMENT

A. The dispersion analysis

Let us introduce the orthogonal system of coordina
$xyz%: xia, yib, z'a, z'b so that there is a slight inclina
tion (;9.5°) between axesz and c. Due to the monoclinic
symmetry the whole three-dimensional~3D! dielectric tensor
ê is the composition of two components: the scalareb5eyy

along theb axis and the 2D tensorêac5(ezxezz

exxexz) within theac

plane (exz5ezx is expected without external magnetic field!.
The dispersion formulas are:

eb~v!5eb
`1(

i ,Au

vp,i
2

vTO,i
2 2v22 ig iv

, ~1!

êac~v!5 êac
` 1(

i ,Bu

vp,i
2

vTO,i
2 2v22 ig iv

3S cos2u i cosu i sinu i

cosu i sinu i sin2u i
D , ~2!

where vTO,i—the transverse frequency,vp,i—the plasma
frequency,g i is the linewidth of thei th mode,u i—the angle
between the dipole moment of thei th mode and thex axis
~for the Bu modes only!, eb

` is the high-frequency dielectric

constant along theb axis, andêac
` is the high-frequency di-

electric tensor within theac plane. Theb axis complex re-
flectivity r b and the measured reflectance of the~001! plane
for Eib are expressed via the dielectric function:

r b~v!5
12Aeb~v!

11Aeb~v!
, Rb~v!5ur b~v!u2. ~3!

The complex reflectivity tensorr̂ ac can be expressed vi
the dielectric tensorêac by the matrix formula, which is for-
mally analogous to Eq.~3!:

r̂ ac~v!5@ 1̂2Aêac~v!#•@ 1̂1Aêac~v!#21, ~4!

where 1̂is the unity tensor. The matrix square root natura
means, that the matrix is first reduced to the diagonal fo
by a proper rotation, the square root is then taken from e
diagonal element, and finally it is rotated back to the init
coordinate system. The ‘‘-1’’ exponent implies calculation
the inverse matrix.

The reflectance of the~010! plane depends on the direc
tion of the incident light polarizatione5E/uEu:

Rac~v,e!5u r̂ ac~v!eu2. ~5!

The reflectances for values 0°, 45°, and 90° of the an
between the electric field vector and thex axis used in the
09430
s
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‘‘three-polarization’’ measurement scheme20 are expressed
in terms of the components ofr̂ ac :

R00~v!5ur xx~v!u21ur xz~v!u2,

R45~v!5~ ur xx~v!1r xz~v!u21ur xz~v!1r zz~v!u2!/2,

R90~v!5ur xz~v!u21ur zz~v!u2. ~6!

The phonon parameters can be obtained by fitting of
reflectance spectra using the written above formulas. To
tain theAu modes parameters theRb(v) spectrum is fitted.
The characteristics of theBu modes, including unknown
anglesu i , can be extracted by simultaneous fitting of thr
spectraR00(v), R45(v), andR90(v) from the ~010! plane.

B. The Kramers-Kronig analysis

For the caseEib the Kramers-Kronig~KK ! analysis can
be performed in a usual way because one of the dielec
axes is parallel to this direction. Due to the low crystal sy
metry, the directions of the two other principal dielectr
axes in theac plane depend on the frequency, which pr
cludes the straightforward application of the KK method
the ac plane reflectance data. For this case we used a m
fied version of this technique, which allows to determi
frequency dependence of all the components of the com
reflectivity tensorr̂ ac , provided that three reflectance spec
R00(v), R45(v) and R90(v) are measured in wide enoug
frequency range. The details of this KK method generali
tion are described elsewhere.21

For a correct implementation of the KK integration, th
reflectivity in the range 6000–37 000 cm21 was measured
using the Woollam~VASE! ellipsometer system at room
temperature. At higher frequencies thev24 asymptotics was
assumed. At low frequencies the reflectivity was extrap
lated to a constant. One should mention, that after that p
cedure some uniform physically unreasonable shift of
complex reflectivity phase was present for the lo
temperature data~especially at 7 and 100 K!, which is pre-
sumably due to neglecting of the temperature dependenc
the high-frequency reflectivity. Some correction for that w
provided by shifting of the complex reflectivity phas
equally at all frequencies in order to make it as close top as
possible in several selected frequency points where no st
absorption is observed.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Eib

The reflectance spectra for the~001! plane, whenEib,
are shown at Fig. 3. In this configuration only theAu TO
modes should be active. Exactly three strong modes are
served: Au

1 (;160 cm21), Au
2 (;320 cm21), and Au

3

(;400 cm21), which confirms the FG-analysis prediction
for the established CuO crystal structure. The most dra
temperature changes take place in the range 350–550 c21,
where the Reststrahlen band corresponding to very inte
lattice modeAu

3 is situated. The reflectivity maximum el
3-4
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evates from 65 to almost 100%; it moves to lower frequ
cies upon cooling down the sample. This indicates, that
mode experiences strong softening and narrowing as a
perature is decreased. A sharp feature at'130 cm21 is of
apparatus origin and should be ignored.

In addition to three strong modes, at least five ‘‘extra
structures in these reflectivity spectra are detectable
eye’’ ~Fig. 3!. The first structure is a dip at;425 cm21 just
on the top of the Reststrahlen band, which becomes visu
evident below 210 K. The second is a;485 cm21 structure
also on the top of the same Reststrahlen band seen at 10
7 K. The third feature is a;630 cm21 peak ~see inset!,
which is very small~but observable! at 300 K, and become
significant at low temperatures. The fourth structure is hi
frequency mode;690 cm21 ~see inset!, which is very ob-
vious at 7 K (690 cm21) and 100 K (680 cm21), still de-
tectable at 150 K (;650 cm21), and not seen at highe
temperatures, probably, because of strong broadening.
fifth structure is seen at 165–170 cm21 at the top of the
Reststrahlen band of theAu

1 mode ~Fig. 4!. It is better ob-
servable at low temperatures; but even at room tempera
the form of the Reststrahlen band differs from a single-mo
shape.

The observations ‘‘by eye’’ should be accompanied
numerical analysis. The dispersion analysis of spectra
been performed in two stages. In the first stage, in orde
determine the characteristics of the principal modes, we h
fitted the reflectivity curves with introduction of three mod
only. The experimental and fitting curves are compared
Fig. 5~a! for the T5100 K. The fit quality is good enough

FIG. 3. Reflectance spectra for the~001! plane for polarization
Eib as a function of temperature.

FIG. 4. Reflectance spectra for the~001! plane for polarization
Eib as a function of temperature~enlarged view of theAu

1 mode
region!.
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the deviations are observed only in the range of additio
modes. The relative weakness of additional structures
sures that errors associated with the fundamental modes
be small. The parameters of three-principalAu phonon
modes obtained by such a fitting as a function of tempera
are shown at Fig. 6. Parameter values at 300 and 7 K are
presented in Table I. The LO frequenciesvLO were calcu-
lated using thevTO andvp .

From Fig. 6 a conclusion can be drawn immediately th
the Au

1 and Au
2 modes behave in a quite similar way, whi

FIG. 5. Fitting of the measured spectra for different polariz
tions at 100 K by the dispersion formulas.

FIG. 6. Parameters of the principalAu TO modes, obtained by
the 3-mode dispersion analysis of the reflectance spectra for
~001! plane,Eib. Vertical dotted lines denoteTN1 andTN2.
3-5
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TABLE I. Parameters of principal IR-active phonon modes at 300 and 7 K, derived from the dispe
analysis of reflectance spectra. All values are given in cm21, except for the anglesu, which are expressed in
degrees. The high-frequency dielectric tensor components are almost temperature independent. The
at 300 K areexx

` 57.3, eyy
` 55.9, ezz

` 56.8, exz
` 520.8.

300 K 7 K
Mode vTO vLO vp u g vTO vLO vp u g

Au
1 160.5 168.3 166.7 - 1.5 162.5 171.1 188.3 - 0.5

Au
2 321.5 324.2 169.5 - 4.3 323.9 326.8 213.5 - 1.3

Au
3 408.7 535.6 805.7 - 44.6 378.5 509.4 804.4 - 3.8

Bu
1 144.9 149.6 123.0 53.0° 1.3 146.6 151.2 121.1 54.1° 1.

Bu
2 469.6 620.7 908.0 30.5° 10.6 480.6 625.5 883.8 35.1° 18

Bu
3 522.8 585.5 957.2 257.6° 7.0 536.2 589.1 922.6 254.7° 6.5
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the highest-frequencyAu
3 mode is significantly different. The

Au
1 and Au

2 modes are steadily hardening with coolin
(;1%), with some increasing of the slope]vTO/]T below
TN . In contrast, theAu

3 mode slightly softens with cooling
down to theTN1, then undergoes a drastic sharp soften
(;10%) in the vicinity of the transition temperature an
then hardens with further cooling fromTN2 down to the he-
lium temperature. TheAu

2 and Au
3 modes are relatively nar

row at 300 K and exhibit further narrowing with coolin
with some dip at the transition temperature. On the contr
theAu

3 mode is very broad at 300 K, and broadens more w
approaching theTN . Its linewidth has a pronounced max
mum in betweenTN1 andTN2. In the AFM phase it quickly
narrows with cooling down.

In the second stage, in order to determine or, at le
estimate parameters of the mentioned ‘‘extra’’ modes, ad
tional fitting of spectra with introduction of both principa
and ‘‘extra’’ modes has been performed~see Fig. 7!. It was
possible to fit the structures at 167 cm21, 425 cm21,
485 cm21, and 690 cm21. The 630 cm21 peak cannot be
09430
g

y,
h

t,
i-

fitted by the usual Lorentzian term; the reason is eviden
very strange line shape of this mode, which we are not a
to explain now. The first fit was performed at 7 K, whe
additional structures are mostly sharp. Other spectra w
fitted in sequence 100,150, . . . ,300 K. At each step the os
cillator parameters, corresponding to the previous temp
ture served as initial approximation for the least-squares
ting. Parameter confidence limits were always calculated
the ‘‘covariant matrix’’ method~see error bars at Fig. 7!,
which takes into account possible correlation of paramet
In this way it was possible to extend curves of mod
167 cm21, 425 cm21, and 480 cm21 up to room tempera-
ture; the 690 cm21 mode was fitted only forT<150 K be-
cause at higher temperatures fitting could not give reason
values of parameters for this mode. The errors in determ
tion of additional modes are relatively larger than those
the principal ones, which is natural, in view of their sma
intensity. In general, errors are smaller at lower tempe
tures.

The temperature dependence of TO frequency of the
ditional mode 167 cm21 is more or less typical for phonon
-
s
-

ct
r-
FIG. 7. Parameters of the ‘‘extra’’ modes, ob
tained by the full~both principal and extra mode
are considered! dispersion analysis of the reflec
tance spectra for the~001! plane,Eib. Error bars
indicate parameter confidence limits and refle
possible correlation of different parameters. Ve
tical dotted lines denoteTN1 andTN2.
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~the value of 171 cm21 at 7 K is anartifact of the dispersion
analysis with no physical meaning!. On the contrary, the 425
and 485 cm21 modes demonstrate a puzzling temperat
dependence, similar to that of theAu

3 mode 400 cm21. First
of all, there is no indication of disappearance of these mo
above the AFM transition, although they are not clearly se
‘‘by eye.’’ Nevertheless, the transition strongly affects p
rameter values of these modes. Both modes soften stro
aboveTN and harden strongly belowTN . The modes narrow
belowTN ~which facilitates their visual observation!, and are
very broad at higher temperatures with a strong maximum
the transition point. The temperature dependencies of th
modes parameters are masked by large error bars, ther
only qualitative conclusions can be drawn. It can be
plained by some correlation between parameters of th
modes with ones of theAu

3 mode. It is a typical problem for
several broad closely located modes. Therefore, it is un

FIG. 8. Optical conductivity obtained by the Kramers-Kron
transformation of reflectance spectra for the~001! plane,Eib as a
function of temperature. Only TOAu modes should be seen in th
configuration. Inset: the ‘‘extra’’ mode;690 cm21.

FIG. 9. Reflectance spectra for the~010! plane for different
polarizations as a function of temperature.~a! R00; ~b! R45; ~c!R90.
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sonable to attribute physical meaning to increasing of
plasma frequency of these modes above 200 K: their pla
frequencies are just subtracted from the plasma frequenc
the Au

3 mode without significant influence on the fit qualit
which is manifestation of the oscillator strength sum ru
For the 690 cm21 mode the dispersion analysis results co
firm visual observations: anomalously strong hardening u
cooling and strong broadening with heating. The latter, pr
ably, precludes satisfactory fitting of this mode at high
temperatures.

The curves of theb-axis optical conductivitysb(v)
5v Im eb(v)/4p, obtained by the KK transform of the re
flectivity spectra for each temperature, are shown at Fig
~the conductivity is expressed in the practical un
V21 cm21). The conductivity is very illustrative to show
remarkable difference between theAu

1 andAu
2 narrow modes

and theAu
3 mode exhibiting a puzzling temperature depe

dence. The sharpness of theAu
1 and Au

2 modes and the ab
sence of theBu modes contribution to this spectrum confirm
a good sample quality and its proper orientation.

B. Eiac

The reflectance spectra from the~010! plane for three po-
larizations of the incident light (R00, R45, and R90! are
shown at Fig. 9. TheBu TO modes are expected to appear
these spectra.

The narrow modeBu
1 (;145 cm21) is clearly observed

in all polarizations. Its intensity depends, of course, on
light polarization, i.e., the angle between the electric fie
vector and the mode dipole moment. A strong Reststrah
band is seen in the 450–600 cm21 range. The shape and th
center position of the band is polarization dependent, wh
is consistent with a suggestion that it is actually formed by
least two high-frequency intense modes. In theR00 (Eia)
and R45 spectra one can observe some minor contribut
from theAu

1 (162 cm21) andAu
2 (324 cm21) modes, which

should be, in principle, not observed in this geometry. T
possible reason is some misorientation of the sample, th
fore projections of the dipole moments of theAu modes are
nonzero, although quite small. In this case these mo
should be not in the TO regime, but more close to the
state, because their dipole moments are almost parallel to
wave vector. As has been already mentioned, a spike at a
130 cm21 is of apparatus origin.

As is in the case ofEib, some extra structures are see
The first is a broad band in the range 380–425 cm21. It is
especially pronounced forEia, less evident for intermediate
polarization and absent forE'a ~see the left insets in Fig
9!. A dip at 425 cm21, undoubtedly correlates with the di
at the same frequency at reflectance forEib. The second is a
pronounced structure consisting of a peak at;480 cm21

and a dip at;485 cm21 in theR90 spectrum, existing at al
temperatures. In spite of proximity of this frequency to a
ditional structure at Fig. 3, a completely different tempe
ture dependence suggests that these modes are separat
third structure is a dip at;507 cm21 on the top of the
Reststrahlen band ofR00 andR45 ~see the right insets in Fig
9!. This frequency is very close to the LO frequency of t
3-7
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Au
3 mode, therefore it is most likely theAu

3 mode almost in
the LO regime, which is seen in this spectrum for the sa
reason as theAu

1 andAu
2 modes are~some misorientation o

crystal axes!. The fourth structure is seen in the vicinity o
theBu

1 mode~Fig. 10!. The shape of this mode is such that
is worth to suggest, that it is actually composed of two d
ferent modes@see, especially, Fig. 10~c!#.

For each temperature a fitting procedure with introduct
of 3 oscillators, corresponding to principalBu modes~one
low-frequency and two high-frequency ones! has been per-
formed. The phonon polarization angles were adjusted al
with other phonon parameters. SpectraR00, R45, and R90
were fitted at the same time. The fit quality forT5100 K is
seen in the Figs. 5~b!–5~d!. One can see that theBu

1

145 cm21 mode as well as the general shape of the R
strahlen band at 450–600 cm21 are satisfactorily repro-
duced, confirming a suggestion that only three strong pho
modes are present. A bump at about 620 cm21 is fitted with-
out invoking additional Lorentzians: it results from th
noncollinearity of the mode and the incident radiation pol
izations. Parameter values at 300 and 7 K are presented in
Table I.

The temperature dependence of theBu phonon parameter
is presented at Fig. 11. Unlike the case of theAu modes,
there is no significant difference in the temperature dep
dence of parameters of the low- and high-frequencyBu
modes. All modes are monotonically hardening with cooli
down, with a positive kink atTN for the Bu

3 mode and a
negative kink for theBu

2 mode. The plasma frequencies of a
modes have slight maximum at the transition temperat
Two high-frequency modes are much more intense than
Bu

1 mode. The linewidth of all the modes doesn’t decrea
with cooling down. Instead, it increases at low temperatu
One should be careful in a straightforward interpretation
this result, because the line shape is not described perfe
especially one of the high-frequency modes. The true li
width is better seen from the optical conductivity graph~see

FIG. 10. Reflectance spectra for the~010! plane for different
polarizations as a function of temperature~enlarged view of theBu

1

mode region!. ~a! R00; ~b! R45; ~c!R90.
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below!. The oscillator polarization angles do not signi
cantly change with frequency. The maximum angle chang
4° –5°, while the change of the relative angle between d
ferent oscillators polarization is less than 2°.

We have tried to fit ‘‘extra’’ modes by introduction o
additional Lorentian terms to the dielectric function. The
tempt was successful only for the structure 147 cm21 near
the Bu

1 mode. Its characteristics as well as slightly correc
by introduction of additional mode parameters of theBu

1

mode are presented at Fig. 12. A failure of the dispers
model to describe other structures can be explained eithe
a non-Lorentian shape of ‘‘extra’’ modes or by the influen
of twinning, which, although less than 5%, could be sign
cant for analysis of weak modes.

To investigate the true shape of the principal phon
modes and additional structures, the KK analysis of
ac-plane data for the mentioned set of temperatures
implemented in the extended form.21 It Fig. 13 all the com-
ponents of the optical conductivity tensorŝac(v)
5v Im êac(v)/4p are plotted for selected temperature
Note that the off-diagonal componentsxz may have any sign
unlike the diagonal componentssxx andszz which must be
positive.

The polarization angle of theBu
2 mode is 35°, which is

close to the direction of the@101# chains. TheBu
3 mode is

FIG. 11. Parameters of the TOBu modes, obtained by the
3-mode dispersion analysis of the reflectance spectra for the~010!
plane. For each temperature three spectra for different polarizat
of the incident light were fitted simultaneously. Vertical dotted lin
denoteTN1 andTN2.
3-8
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF CuO: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 094303
almost orthogonal to theBu
2 mode: the angle is255°, which

is close to the@101̄# chains direction. Therefore, with som
approximation one can state, that theBu

2 and Bu
3 modes are

stretches of the@101# and @101̄# chains correspondingly
which is in agreement with several lattice dynamic
calculations.10–12,22,23Note, that such orthogonality is not de
termined by the crystal symmetry. The polarization angles
both modes are almost temperature independent. The
angle between the dipole moments allows one to switch
the coordinate system formed by them and thus appr
mately separate the contribution of these modes in the c
ductivity curves. Figure 14 presents such a conductivi
corresponding to these two directions. It is seen that mo
are separated indeed, which can be considered as an th
ditional proof of their orthogonality. It should be stress
that in such a way the conductivity tensor is approximat
diagonalized in the range of the modesBu

2 andBu
3 only; for

other frequencies, e.g., in the range of theBu
1 mode it is not

valid.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with previous results

A comparison of our data with previously reported resu
of IR studies of CuO cannot be direct, because we meas

FIG. 12. Parameters of the 147 cm21 ‘‘extra’’ mode, and cor-
rected parameters of theBu

1 mode obtained by dispersion analysis
the reflectance spectra for the~010! plane. Error bars indicate pa
rameter confidence limits. Vertical dotted lines denoteTN1 andTN2.
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spectra, where theAu and Bu modes are separated and e
cited in purely transverse regime. All the quantitative a
even qualitative deviations with previous data~see below!
can be ascribed to a different way of spectra measurem
and analysis.

In Table II the phonon frequencies at room temperat
previously obtained by means of infrared spectroscopy10–13

as well as neutron scattering22 are collected. It is seen tha
the most serious discrepancy between reported value
phonon frequencies takes place for modesAu

3 , Bu
2 , andBu

3 ,
which are very intense and manifest the largest LO-TO f
quency splitting. The pure TO mode should have the low

FIG. 13. Components of the optical conductivity tensorŝac(v)
for selected temperatures:~a! sxx , ~b! szz, and~c! sxz .

FIG. 14. The diagonal components of the optical conductiv
tensor in the coordinate system based on the dipole moments o
Bu

2 ~a! andBu
3 ~b! modes.
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TABLE II. Frequencies of the principalAu and Bu modes~in cm21) at 300 K obtained by different
research groups.

Kliche et al. Guhaet al. Naranga et al. Homeset al. Reichardtb et al. This
Mode ~Ref. 10! ~Ref. 11! ~Ref. 12! ~Ref. 13! ~Ref. 22! work

Au
1 161 168 163 166.5 160 160.5

Au
2 321 325 324 323.7 326 321.5

Au
3 478 465 444 450.0 423 408.7

Bu
1 147 150 147 147.6 142 144.9

Bu
2 530 510 515 516.0 480 469.6

Bu
3 590 570 586 566.0 520 522.8

aData for the 77 K.
bNeutron data.
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possible frequency, which is in nice agreement with the c
rent result: our reported frequencies are smaller than th
reported in other IR spectroscopy papers. One should m
tion a much better agreement between our data and the
sults of neutron-scattering experiments,22 where characteris
tics of pure TO modes were determined as well.

The softening of theAu
3 mode was reported by Home

et al.,13 who observed a sudden drop of the phonon f
quency at the Ne´el transition from 450 to 430 cm21, i.e.,
;5%. Our data qualitatively confirm this interesting resu
We observe even stronger effect: the TO frequency dr
from 410 to 370 cm21 (;10%), which is twice as large a
was reported~Fig. 6!.

A work by Homeset al.,13 was thus far the only paper, t
our knowledge, where IR spectra of single-crystal CuO
low temperatures were studied. Authors didn’t report a
new IR-active modes below the Ne´el temperature; it was
implied, that no additional lines are present at higher te
peratures either. However, an absence of extra IR-ac
modes is quite strange, if one compares it with an obse
tion of at least five ‘‘unexpected’’ lines in the Rama
spectra.15 Conversely, according to our data, several ‘‘extr
modes are present in IR spectra in the whole 7 –300 K
quency range. We believe, that better orientation of the w
vector and polarization of the incident radiation may fac
tate observation and analysis of minor IR-active modes.

B. The Au
3 mode anomaly

The Au
3 mode among other principal IR-active modes b

haves in the most anomalous way. It is demonstrated at
15, where relative RT-normalized TO frequencies and re
tive linewidths of all six principal modes are plotted togeth
on the same graph. A close relation between magnetic or
ing transition at 213–230 K and temperature transform
tions of this mode is without any doubt.

At 300 K and, especially, at the transition temperature
mode is anomalously broad~12–15 %!, which indicates, that
it is strongly coupled to some system of quasiparticles. T
most probable candidates are the low-energy magnetic e
tations. It may be proposed that if there is a strong coup
between spin excitations and theAu

3 lattice mode, the tem-
perature transformations of the mode can be explained
reconstruction of the magnon spectrum upon cooling do
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below the Ne´el temperature. It is well established,3,4,6 that
spin correlations in the AFM@101̄# chains are present we
above the Ne´el temperature. At high temperatures one c
consider the magnetic interaction to be of quasi-1D char
ter. In the 1D Heisenberg AFM chains withS51/2 and ex-
changeJ there is a continuum of triplet excitations wit
lower and upper boundary curves24,25 emin(q)5(pJ/2)sin(q)
andemax(q)5pJsin(q/2). A large linewidth of theAu

3 mode
can be explained by its interaction with continuum of ma
netic excitations. Below the Ne´el point an exchange interac
tion in another direction gives rise to long-range magne
ordering and a continuum of spin excitations collapses to
magnon dispersion curves, which, in turn, results in narro
ing of the phonon mode.

The reason for an exceptionally strong interaction of
Au

3 mode with spin excitations one should look for in ana
sis of its eigenvector. Several lattice dynamical calculatio
were performed10–12,22,23 which yielded the lattice mode
eigenvectors. According to results of all the calculations t
mode is characterized by the largest displacement of the o

FIG. 15. Relative characteristics of the principal IR-active ph
non modes in CuO.~a! The RT-normalized frequency;~b! the rela-
tive linewidth. Vertical dotted lines denoteTN1 andTN2.
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF CuO: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 094303
gen atoms along theb axis. It results also in a large dipol
moment of this mode. As a consequence, the Cu-O-Cu c
angle experiences the largest variation, when theAu

3 mode is
excited. The copper spins are coupled via the superexch
interaction, which is very sensitive to the Cu-O-Cu angle.
the @101̄# chains the angle is equal to 146°~Fig. 2!, which is
close to the 180° superexchange. It gives a negative
change constant and AFM interaction. However, the 90°
perexchange is expected to be positive26 ~an indirect confir-
mation is the ferromagnetic exchange along the@101# chain
with angle equal to 109°), and there exists some interm
ate angle, where the superexchange is changing sign. Th
fore, the motion of atoms, corresponding to excitation of
Au

3 mode can significantly vary the value of the supere
change coupling constant. A strong chain bending proba
could alternate the exchange sign.

Due to energy and momentum conservation a zone-ce
phonon can couple to a pair of magnons~bimagnon! having
opposite wave-vectors and one-half frequency of the phon
Another option is interaction with a single zone-center op
cal magnon of the same energy. The magnon disper
curves have been studied by inelastic neutron scatterin3,6

One acoustic and one optical branch were observed; the
ergy of optical magnon at theG point is 5.6 THz
(187 cm21), which is very close to one-half of theAu

3 mode
frequency (370–380 cm21 at low temperatures!, while no
optical magnons near 370–410 cm21 were observed. There
fore, taking into account the energy conservation consid
ations the ‘‘bimagnon’’ or, in particular ‘‘optical bimagnon’
scenario of resonant phonon-magnon coupling is the m
probable. The parity-based selection rules for the mentio
processes are rather nontrivial in a such a low-symmetry
tem as CuO, therefore their discussion is a subject of
further publications. A more detailed theory of this effect h
to be developed.

C. Other signatures of spin-phonon interaction

The anomalous properties of theAu
3 mode is not the only

manifestation of the spin-phonon interaction in CuO~al-
though the most prominent one!. Other modes also demon
strate some anomalies, most likely related to the magn
ordering.

One type of anomaly is unusually strong hardening
some ‘‘extra’’ modes belowTN . The most outstanding ex
ample is reported in this work hardening of the 690 cm21

mode from 650 cm21 at 150 K to 690 cm21 at 7 K and
strong hardening of the the Raman-active 240 cm21 mode
found by Chenet al.15 To our mind, these effects are relate
We would follow the idea of explanation given by the sam
authors. The phenomenon can be viewed as a nonreso
spin-phonon interaction, when spin products in the Heis
berg Hamiltonian can be approximated by their effective
erages. In this case the temperature dependence of the
non frequency is expressed by:

vn
2~T!5vn0

2 1(
i j

Ci j
n
•^SiSj&~T!. ~7!
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The Ci j
n coefficients are characteristics of spin-phonon int

action; in principle, they may have any sign, depending
the eigenvector of the particular phonon mode. The mo
strong hardening is supposedly due to the second ‘‘sp
term: magnetic ordering gives additional lattice rigidity.

The same phenomenon is possibly responsible for ano
anomaly, namely, the change of slope]vTO/]T of the prin-
cipal phonon modes at the Ne´el point ~see Figs. 6 and 11!. It
is seen that for the modesAu

1 , Au
2 , andBu

3 the slope is higher
in the AFM phase, while for theBu

2 mode the slope is highe
at T.TN ; for the Bu

1 mode it does not change at all. Such
difference can be explained by different values and signs
coefficientsCi j

n .

D. ‘‘Extra’’ zone-center modes and zone folding

Activation of additional phonon modes in infrared an
Raman spectra is usually a signature of unit cell multiplic
tion and zone folding. Such activation is in effect in CuO. A
is stated above, several ‘‘extra’’ IR-active modes are o
served. In the Raman spectra five new modes were dete
at low temperatures.15 Authors related their frequencies t
the phonon dispersion curves obtained by inelastic neu
scattering22 at the zone boundary point. In the paper of Ch
et al.15 this point was referred to asZ8. We follow the origi-
nal notation and designate it byX ~see Fig. 4 in a paper o
Reichardtet al.22!.

At Fig. 16 the Brillouin zones corresponding to seve
schemes of the unit cell multiplication are drawn~a projec-
tion to theac plane!. In these schemes different symmet
points fold to the zone center. It is easy to prove, that fold
of the X point to the zone center is equivalent to disappe
ance of the nontrivial translation (a1b)/2, or base centering
of the space group. In this case the primitive cell sho
increase at least two times.

In Table III ‘‘extra’’ IR active and Raman-active mod
frequencies are collected. Each mode frequency is relate
close phonon energy~if any! in symmetry pointsX(1,0,0),
A(1/2,0,1/2),B(1/2,0,0), orC(0,1/2,0) at 300 K. To make
comparison more reliable, the ‘‘extra’’ modes frequenc
are taken at temperature as close as possible to 300 K.
can see, that many modes~all Raman-active and several IR
active ones! have close analogs at theX point. At the same

FIG. 16. Theac-plane projection of the Brillouin zones corre
sponding to different unit cells. Thick solid line—primitive ce
$a,(a1b)/2,c%, solid line—unit cell $a,b,c%, dashed line—$a
1c,b,a–c%, dashed-dotted line$2a,b,c%.
3-11
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TABLE III. Frequencies~in cm21) of zone-center ‘‘extra’’ modes, obtained from IR and Raman spec
and close phonon frequencies~also in cm21) in some off-center symmetry points of the Brillouin zon
obtained by inelastic neutron scattering at 300 K. IR and Raman data~with the exception of the 690 cm21

mode! are presented at temperatures as close as possible to 300 K.

IR/Raman~Ref. 15! data Inelastic neutron-scattering data~Ref. 22!

Activity Frequency
X A B C

~1,0,0! ~0.5,0,0.5! ~0.5,0,0! ~0,0.5,0!
IR 690 ? ? ? ?
IR 630 630 - 633 -
Raman 507 513 - - -
IR ~Eib! 480 - 485 473 487
IR ~Eiac! 475 - 485 473 487
IR 430 437 - - -
Raman 331 330 - - -
Raman 240 243 - - -
Raman 218 220 223 - -
Raman 175 177 - - -
IR 165 - 167 - -
IR 147 - 143 - 150
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time, other IR-active modes~147, 165, 475, and 480 cm21)
could be phonons from theA point, or, in some cases, from
theB or C points. The 690 cm21 mode is a special case: du
to strong hardening of this mode with cooling and failure
observe it at high temperatures, the comparison to the 30
dispersion data is impossible. In addition, the mode energ
higher than the upper limit of the reported frequency reg
in the neutron-scattering experiments~20 THz, or
667 cm21). The phonon dispersion curves at low tempe
tures in broader energy interval are desirable.

Although some ‘‘extra’’ modes have analogs in theB or C
points, folding of theA andX points to the zone center~the
A1X folding scheme! is the simplest option to explain ap
pearance of all ‘‘extra’’ modes. It corresponds to the ‘‘dia
onal’’ doubling of the unit cell$a,b,c%→$a1c,b,a–c% ~see
Fig. 16!. This scenario looks attractive, because crystal a
correspond to principal anisotropy directions for seve
physical properties~exchange constants, sound veloci
principal dielectric axes, etc.!, and the unit cell is the same a
the magnetic unit cell in the AFM phase.2

In the framework of this scenario theAu
3 principal mode,

the 485 cm21 and the 425 cm21 ‘‘extra’’ modes should be
the phonon modes from the pointsG, A, andX correspond-
ingly belonging to the same dispersion branch, according
‘‘rigid-ion’’ modelling of dispersion curves by Reichard
et al.22 It is in a good agreement with some similarity
temperature dependencies of parameters of these mode~see
Figs. 6 and 7!.

In summary, we propose, that in reality the crystal str
ture is more complicated, than was considered before;
the case, to our mind, already at room temperature, bec
most of ‘‘extra’’ IR-active modes are present in the who
temperature range. Based on the fact that IR-active
Raman-active modes have different frequencies one can
gest that the crystal space group is still centro-symme
although the copper atoms are not necessarily located in
09430
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Ci position. However, the alternative space group for
CuO, proposed by Asbrink and Waskowska, is not cen
symmetric (Cs

4); the solution of this mismatch is unclear.
One of the central issues is the mechanism of the unit-

multiplication and formation of superstructures. There exis
variety of examples of such effect, when ‘‘extra’’ IR and/o
Raman modes are emerging, which are undoubtedly
zone-boundary folded phonons. In the extensively stud
compounds CuGeO3 anda8-NaV2O5 the unit cell doubles as
a result of spin-phonon interaction, and IR modes
observed.27,28 Another example present compounds with
charge disproportionation, out of those the BaBiO3 is prob-
ably the most famous one. In this system the bismuth
disproportionated according to scheme: 2 Bi41→Bi31

1Bi51, and atoms in different valence states form sup
structure, which is a reason for ‘‘extra’’ quite strong I
line.29

The Jahn-Teller nature of the Cu21 ions makes one to
consider also a collective Jahn-Teller effect as a poss
engine of superlattice formation. It is worth mentioning th
lattice distortions due to this effect are often observed
perovskite manganese oxides~the Jahn-Teller ion there is
Mn31), known for their possession of the colossal magn
toresistance phenomenon.30 The electron-lattice coupling in
these compounds is responsible for a variety of unusual
fects like charge, spin, and orbital ordering. Although t
copper site in the CuO is less symmetric than one in an id
perovskite structure, we cannot exclude a further lowering
the symmetry due to Jahn-Teller effect.

So the question about particular type of spin-char
lattice ordering in CuO is open. It could be closely connec
with formation of inhomogeneity phases in cuprates. U
doubtedly, to circumvent this problem more experimen
e.g. the low-temperature structure refinement by the sin
crystal neutron diffraction,31 has to be conducted.
3-12
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E. High-frequency dielectric function

The reflectivity and the dielectric function in the mid
infrared range well above the maximum phonon ene
(;0.08 eV) but below the optical gap (;1.3 eV) are de-
termined by the electronic polarizability. We observe sign
cant difference between values of mid-infrared reflectiv
for different polarizations. It results in an appreciable anis
ropy of the high-frequency dielectric tensor. The temperat
dependence of the mid-IR reflectivity is small, therefore,
discuss only room-temperature data. All the component
the ê` can be found from the dispersion analysis of spec
their values are listed in the caption to the Table I.

The smallest value ofe` is observed along theb axis:
eb

`55.9; it is apparently one of the principal values of t
dielectric tensor. The diagonalization of the tensor gives
rections and values of maximal and minimal levels ofe`

within the (ac) plane. The maximal valueemax
` 57.8 is ob-

served along the direction, corresponding to the anglefmax
5236°, the minimal valueemin

` 56.2 is along the orthogona
direction for fmin554°. One can see that directionfmax is
very close to direction of the@101̄# chains (f [101̄]
5242.5°) whilefmin almost exactly corresponds tof [101]
552.8°. In other words, the high-frequency dielectric co
stant within the (ac) plane is maximal along the@101̄# di-
rection, and minimal along the@101# direction ~see Table
IV !.

An ellipsometric determination of the high-frequency d
electric function of polycrystalline CuO sample32 yielded
e`56.45, which is in a good agreement with the avera
quantity (exx

` 1eyy
` 1ezz

` )/356.6 obtained here. Home

et al.13 reported somewhat different values of theê` compo-
nents, e.g.,eyy56.7, which is higher than the value 5.9 o
tained here. Such deviation can be explained by the mi
LO-TO excitation of polarization waves due to reflectio
from a different crystal face.

The value ofe` is determined by the static ionic copp
and oxygen polarizability. From Table IV one can see t
the e` in CuO is similar to that in Cu2O ~Ref. 33! and lay-
ered undoped cuprates.34

F. Effective charges

Another characteristic derived from the infrared spectra
an effective ionic charge. The cupric oxide contains only t

TABLE IV. A comparison of the high-frequency dielectri
function and oxygen transverse effective charges for the cupric
ide CuO and some relevant copper oxides.

Compound e` eT* ~e!

CuO,Ei@010# 5.9 1.96
CuO,Ei@101# 6.2 2.06

CuO,Ei@101̄# 7.8 2.12

Cu2O33 6.5 1.91
La2CuO4 , E'c34 6.0 2.05
YBa2Cu3O6 , E'c34 5.0 2.11
Bi2SrLaCuOy , E'c34 6.0 2.35
(Ca,Sr)CuO2 , E'c34 8.5 2.38
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atoms, therefore effective charges of copper and oxygen
be unambiguously calculated using the sum rule and ele
cal neutrality condition, unlike the case of more compl
oxides.35,36 The most important is the transverse~Born!
chargeeT* , which involves both static~ionic! and dynamic
~electronic! contributions to the dipole moment, induced b
the external electric field. In the case of the anisotropic s
tem like CuO the well-known formulas foreT* in the cubic
diatomic crystals34,35 should be slightly modified. The trans
verse effective charge is anisotropic and depends on the
larization of the probing electric fieldE:

eT*
2~E!5

vc

4p

m

4 (
i

vp,i
2 cos2~E,m̂i !, ~8!

wherevc is the volume of the unit cell, containing four Cu-O
pairs,m is the reduced mass of the Cu and O atoms,vp,i and
mi—the plasma frequency and the dipole moment of thei th
IR-active phonon mode. The values ofeT* along the@010# (b

axis!, the @101# and the@101̄# directions are largely deter
mined by the strong phonon modesAu

3 , Bu
2 , andBu

3 corre-
spondingly, because their dipole moments are oriented~al-
most! parallel to these directions. The anisotropy of t
transverse effective charge appears to be relatively smal
value is about two electrons~see Table IV!.

The Scott chargeZe is related to the transverse charge v
the high-frequency dielectric constantZe5eT* (e`)21/2. It is
thought to be largely associated with a static~ionic! contri-
bution to the dipole moment.35 Although this formula is de-
rived for cubic binary compounds, it can be applied for es
mation of the average value ofZe in CuO, provided that one
uses the average transverse charge and the averagee` value.
Substitution ofeT* 52.05e and e`56.6 yields the average
Scott charge equal to 0.8e. The value ofZe divided to the
nominal valence is often considered as the degree
ionicity;35 for the CuO it appears to be about 40%.

In the Cu2O the value ofeT* for the oxygen atom is abou
1.9e ~Ref. 36! which is slightly smaller than its value in CuO
~see Table IV!. Although the difference is not large, it i
natural to explain it by larger dynamical electronic contrib
tion to the transverse charge in CuO obtained for laye
cuprates. An excellent review of effective charges in vario
layered copper oxides is given in the work of Tajimaet al.34

The copper and oxygen effective charges were estima
from the oscillator strength of the stretching mode in t
CuO2 plane. The value ofeT* was found to vary in a broad
range from 2.05e for La2CuO4 to 3.00e for Sr2CuO2Br2. A
clear correlation betweeneT* and interatomic Cu–O distanc
was observed: the increasing of this distance is accompa
by increasing of the effective charge. In Table IV a compa
son is given betweeneT* in CuO and one in selected layere
cuprates with a value of the Cu–O distance close to tha
the CuO (1.95 Å). A good correspondence between
transverse effective charge values points to a possible s
larity of the electronic state of copper and oxygen in t
cupric oxide and in the CuO2 planes of undoped layere
cuprate compounds, especially La2CuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.

x-
3-13
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured far- and mid-infrared reflectivity sp
tra of monoclinic CuO from the~010! and~001! crystal faces
in wide temperature range. We obtained characteristics
pure TOAu andBu modes separately. Our data finally co
firm that there are 3Au13Bu intense modes, in accordanc
with prediction of the FG analysis for theC2h

6 space group.
We report existence of several ‘‘extra’’ less intense I

active modes in CuO. Analysis of the phonon dispers
curves leads to the conclusion that each ‘‘extra’’ IR active
well as reported earlier15 Raman-active mode could b
folded phonon from eitherX ~1, 0, 0! or A ~1/2, 0, 1/2!
symmetry points. Such folding is compatible with the ‘‘d
agonal’’ doubling of the unit cell with the basis$a
1c,b,a–c%. So the space group in reality is lower than th
was considered, but still centro-symmetric.

The 690 cm21 ‘‘extra’’ IR-active mode exhibits anoma
lous hardening, similar to behavior of the 240 cm21 Raman
mode; the reason could be in additional rigidity of lattice d
to magnetization, a special manifestation of the spin-pho
interaction. Another effect, which can be explained in a sim
lar way, is a slope change of the phonon frequencies vs t
perature at the Ne´el point.
hy
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The anomalous softening and narrowing of theAu
3 mode

410 cm21 we explain by its strong resonance coupling
the optical or acoustic bimagnons. Reconstruction of m
netic excitations spectrum at the AFM transition strong
affects the phonon characteristics.

In summary, the CuO demonstrates a variety of anom
lous properties, which show complex interplay of sp
charge, and phonon subsystems already in the simplest
per~II ! oxide. A further insight into physics of CuO ma
contribute to elaboration of noncontradictory picture of an
ferromagnetism and superconductivity in the high-Tc cu-
prates.
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